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Abstract

Our recent laboratory study shows that Bragg scattering by itself is

not an adequate description for microwave backscattering from water waves.

It may account for part of the scattering, but reflection from specular

facets and wedge-like diffractive scattering from small radius crests of

waves can predominate.

Our first experiment was performed on wave paddle-generated short

gravity waves. Using a scanning laser slope gauge to measure the surface

and the moments method to compute the scattering, we found that the small

radius crests of such waves can be the more dominant source of scattering

and that the description of such scattering is closer to wedge diffraction

than Bragg scattering. Bragg scattering does describe the scattering from

the parasitic capillaries. We also found that specular reflection is more

important than generally expected.

Our second experiment was performed on wind waves. We found that at
low wind, the Doppler spectrum is narrow peaked but it gradually evolves

to become a doubly peaked spectrum at high wind. Analysis shows that low

wind scattering is indeed Bragg scattering. At high wind, the lower fre-

quency peak again is due to Bragg scattering from rough patches, whereas

the higher frequency peak is due to scattering from waves not unlike the

paddle-generated short gravity waves.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Our recent laboratory study shows that Bragg scattering by itself is

not an adequate description for microwave backscattering from water waves.

It may account for part of the scattering, but reflection from specular

facets and wedge-like diffractive scattering from small radius crests of

waves can predominate.

Our first experiment was performed on wave paddle-generated short

gravity waves. Using a scanning laser slope gauge to measure the surface

and the moments method to compute the scattering, we found that the small

radius crests of such waves can he the more dominant source of scattering

and that the description of such scattering is closer to wedge diffraction

than Bragg scattering. Bragg scattering does describe the scattering from

the parasitic capillaries. We also found that specular reflection is more

important than generally expected.

Our second experiment was performed on wind waves. We found that at
low wind, the Doppler spectrum is narrow peaked but it gradually evolves

to become a doubly peaked spectrum at high wind. Analysis shows that low
wind scattering is indeed Bragg scattering. At high wind, the lower fre-

quency peak again is due to Bragg scattering from rough patches, whereas

the higher frequency peak is due to scattering from waves not unlike the

paddle-generated short gravity waves.

Our conclusions regarding the nature of microwave backscatter from

water waves based on these laboratory measurements can be summarized as

follows:

1. Electromagnetically, we have identified three sources for

microwave backscattering from water waves:

(i) specular reflection from turbulent wakes or steep

capillaries

(ii) rounded wedge diffraction from sharp crests of waves

(iii) Bragg scattering from parasitic capillaries or turbu-
lent patches.

2. Hydrodynamically, we have identified three sources for wind-wave

scattering: low wind free waves, high wind bound waves and

turbulent patches.

I' ,



3. We now have explanations for

i) the evolution of the Doppler spectrum with increasing

wind

(ii) the width of the Doppler spectrum

(iii) the location of peak(s) of the Doppler spectrum

(iv) the asymmetry of the Doppler spectrum.

4. The implications for microwave backscattering from ocean waves

are:

(i) specular reflection at low e i (e.g., 200) may be much

more important than generally expected

(ii) the relative frequency of occurrence of specular facets,

sharp crests and turbulent patches will determine the

character of ocean scattering, both for incident angle

arl frequency selection and for determination of modula-

tion transfer functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past ten years, the "composite model" has become increasingly

accepted as the correct theory for the description of microwave scattering

from the ocean surface. The basic premise of the theory is that microwave

radiation (at moderate to large incidence angles) backscatters from "slightly

rough" patches which are created by wind on the ocean surface. These patches

are geometrically tilted by the underlying gravity waves and they also inter-

act dynamically with the wind, the wind drift layer and the orbital current

of underlying gravity waves. The electromagnetic theory that describes the

scattering mechanism was developed by Rice 1. The microwave radiation is

assumed to scatter selectively from a Fourier component of the "slightly

rough" surface which satisfies the Bragg condition. The theory that describes

the interaction between this Bragg component and other wave components and

currents and wind has gone through various stages of development to reach its

present rather elaborate form as described by Hasselmann
2 and Wright et al3

When we started our investigation of microwave scattering from water

waves, it seemed quite unsatisfactory to us that despite the widespread con-

viction that "Bragg waves" are doing the scattering, there was no clear con-

cept of what the "Bragg waves" actually are. Are they really corrugation-

like wavelets or ripples on a windblown surface, or are they a Fourier compo-

nent in a random rough patch? Or could they be a Fourier component of a

fairly sharp crest? To answer these questions, the obvious thing to do would

be to examine a scattering surface in great detail and see what it is actually

like when scattering is taking place.

Our experience in the study of the dynamics of deep-water waves

encouraged us to consider the usefulness and feasibility of a deterministic

approach. Initial studies further convinced us that it is both warranted

and feasible to perform quantitative and deterministic water wave and micro-

wave measurements to identify the relative contributions of specific surface

features to total backscattering. More specifically, we attempted to mea-

sure the exact surface profile while microwave scattering is taking place.

In the laboratory, we focused our attention first on short gravity waves

generated by a wave paddle rather than on wind waves. The wave paddle

generated waves are less random, more long-crested and yet exhibit certain

characteristics similar to wind waves. They are therefore a logical first

A1
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step for a deterministic study. With the wave profiles measured, we solved

for the scattering by a numerical method and compared the computed results

with the measured results. Using numerical modeling, we identified scat-

tering contributions of different surface features. Next, we studied wind-

generated waves using a similar approach. The experimental setup and pro-

cedures, numerical procedure, and final results are discussed in greater

detail in the following sections.

j 2
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was performed in a wave tank which is 12 m long and

92 cm wide. The tank is filled to a depth of 90 cm with distilled water.

There is an open-circuit wind tunnel with a cross section of 122 cm x 92 cm

on top of the wave tank. The inside surface of the wind tunnel is completely

covered with 40 db microwave absorbing material. Water waves are generated

either by a wave paddle at one end of the tank or by wind and propagate to

the other end where they are absorbed by a shallow-angle beach.

The x-band radar system is a 9.23 GHz (3.248 cm) cw superheterodyne

coherent system with roughly 100 mw transmitted power and dual transmitting

and receiving channels, each of which provides individual phase and amplitude

(i.e., linear detection) outputs. Each channel can be individually nulled

to cancel background stray reflections. The antenna is a corrugated, conical

horn with a 22.9 cm aperture fitted with a matched dielectric lens with a

focal length of 45.7 cm. The 3-db beamwidths are 8.48 cm and 8.43 cm for vv

and hh polarization respectively at the focal plane.

To measure an almost instantaneous profile of the water surface while

microwave scattering is taking place, we have developed a scanning laser slope

gauge (SLSG) which is a natural extension of the laser slope gauge first

developed by Wagner et al. 4 The laser slope gauge provides a noninterfering,

co-located simultaneous measurement of the surface with good spatial resolu-

tion and frequency response. However, the slope gauge observes what is

happening at one point whereas the microwave radar is observing a large

area. To remedy the situation, we implemented scanning of the laser beam

so that it scans the water surface in the direction of wave propagation

over 13.3 cm at 39.063 Hz. The detected output thus provides an almost

instantaneous slope profile of the surface at close to 40 times/sec. The

angular range of the SLSG is about 600 which can be offset in either

direction. With calibration, the slope gauge has an accuracy of ± 0.3X,

so that it can be meaningfully integrated to provide the displacement

profile.

Besides the SLSG, another optical sensor was deployed to monitor the

presence of specular facets at an angle normal to the microwave incidence

the water surface. This is accomplished by putting a projector lamp to one

side of the corrugated horn and a camera with a zoom lens to the other side.

3
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Both the projector lamp and the zoom lens are aimed at the patch of surface
under microwave illumination and both are set at the same angle as the horn.
A large circular photodiode detector is placed at the film plane of the camera
whose shutter is left open. After amplification, the output of the detector
shows spikes whenever specular facets appear in the field of view of the camera.
This is our criterion for separating the "nonspecular" from the "specular"

scattering events.

For comparison purposes, a capacitance level gauge was also installed

close to the side of the wave tank.

Figure 1 shows a schematic arrangement of the SLSG together with the

corrugated horn inside the wind tunnel-wave tank.

TOP OF WIND WAVE TANK SCANNING

LASER BEAM LENS-FOCUSED HORN

\ " - T -
- T SLOPE GAUGE-

WATER SURFACE 10"

Figure 1.

I.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

-We first studied the simpler wave system, the mechanically-generated

short gravity waves with frequency of 2.5 Hz (- 25 cm) and amplitude - 1 cm

(ka - 0.17). Microwave backscattering amplitude and phase for both vv and

hh polarizations were measured for 400, 550 and 70° incidence angles.

First, specular scattering events were separated from the nonspecular

events by the use of the specular reflection sensor. Pictures were taken to

identify the origin of the specular facets responsible for this kind of scat-

tering.

Completely nonspecular events were analyzed in a deterministic fashion.

The scanned slope profiles were first recorded. The moments methods was then

applied using the slope profiles and tLh. measurtl antenna pattern to compute

the induced surface electromagnetic current and the complex scattering ampli-

tudes in all directions, including the backscattering direction. The computed

backscattering amplitude, amplitude polarization ratio and phase were then

compared with the measured values to validate both our experimental and numeri-

cal procedures. Once this was accomplished, numerical modeling was performed

to determine which features on the water surface contribute significantly to

the scattering and which approximate theories best describe the scattering

from particular surface features.

For wind-wave scattering, a similar approach was taken. In addition,

the Doppler spectrum was also measured. The task was to understand the

shape and evolution of the Doppler spectrum with increasing wind speed as a

function of the evolution of the water surface with increasing wind speed.

The scattering signatures of different features that we identified in the

mechanical wave scattering measurements were applied to the interpretation

of wind-wave scattering.

4,
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IV. BACKSCATTERING FROM MECHANICALLY-GENERATED WAVES

An example of backscattering from mechanically-generated short gravity

waves at ei = 550 is shown in Figure 2. Trace 1 is the output of the laser

slope gauge operating in its stationary mode. Trace 2 is the displacement of

the water surface as measured by the capacitance gauge. Traces 3 and 4 are

the absolute amplitudes in vv and hh. Trace 5 is the phase of the vv channel.

Several interesting features can be noticed immediately: (i) the parasitic

capillaries generated during wavebreaking are easily discernible in the slope

gauge output but not the capacitance level gauge output; (ii) microwave back-

scattering occurs in a burst almost coincident with the wavebreaking; (iii) vv

amplitude is bigger than hh and its ratio can be easily measured; (iv) the

number of cycles/sec in the phase channel is the Doppler shift. Our task is

to understand the backscattering (as shown in traces 3, 4, 5) in terms of

the surface (as shown in traces 1 and 2). This requires scanning the laser

slope gauge to obtain an almost instantaneous surface profile. Figure 3(a)

shows an example of a scanned slope profile. It is integrated to give the

displacement profile. The moments method is applied to compute the scattered

power for both the TE mode (vv) and TM mode (hh) [Figure 3(b)]. This pro-

cedure is performed for about 40 events for each angle 0i = 400, 550 and 700.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between measured absolute power for both

polarizations and 8i = 400, 550 and 700. The solid line is a calibration

obtained from standard two-dimensional target scattering measurements. It

can be seen that measured power is proportional to computed power over - 30 db,

but smaller by - 4 db over the whole range. This is probably because the

width of the scattering region is less than the antenna beamwidth. Figure 5

shows that the computer polarization ratio agrees quite well with the measured

ratios over the 3 incidence angles. Figure 6 shows the computed Doppler shift

vs. the measured Doppler shift. The computed Doppler shift is arrived at by

computing the scattering from successive scans. Again, the agreement is quite

good over all three incidence angles. We have thus shown that with careful

measurements and correct computations, microwave backscattering from mechani-

cally-generated water waves can be accounted for in an exact manner.

6
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We are now justified in doing numerical modeling. For example, scat-

tering from the previously shown slope profile [Figure 3(a)] can be thought

of as te direct sum of scattering from the capillary waves (put on an

inclined plane) and scattering from the wave with capillaries smoothed away.

Figure 7(a) shows the resultant scattering. With the capillary waves smoothed

away, the small radius crest region is the only high frequency feature left

and scatters like a rounded wedge. It can be shown that the scattering in

this case is not describable by small perturbation theory, i.e., it is not

Bragg scattering. A more appropriate description may be wedge diffraction

(as in Geometric Theory of Diffraction), slightly modified to account for the

rounded tip. For the capillary waves, the small perturbation prediction

agrees with the moments method computation [Figures 8 and 9]. This implies

that the scattering from capillary waves is "Bragg scattering".

So far, we have concentrated on nonspecular scattering. There is

occasionally specular reflection from small facets which are steep enough to

be normal to the microwave incidence direction. Figure 10 shows examples of

such specular facets. They are either very steep capillaries or are in the

turbulent wake behind a breaking wave. When specular reflection occurs, one

good indication (other than the specular reflection sensor) is that vv and hh

amplitude channels will have bursts of equal magnitude.

Figure 11 summarizes a description of scattering from mechanically-

generated short gravity waves.

112
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Figure 10. (a) Point-like specular facets at 550 incidence angle.
This is typical for a highly turbulent wake.

(b) Ring-like specular facets at 550 incidence angle.
This is typical of very steep capillary waves.
The less steep oscillations of the capillaries
can be seen in front. z is the cross-tank direc-
tion and x is the direction the waves are traveling.
The lengths of ' and vectors represent 2 cm.
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V. BACKSCATTERING FROM WIND-GENERATED WAVES

The Doppler spectrum of wind-wave scattering has been the subject of

a large number of past studies. We are revisiting this area with a new

point of view. The laser slope gauge provides us with information that

enables us to understand the shape and evolution of the Doppler spectrum

of the microwave backscatter as wind speed increases.

Figures 12(a), (b), (c), (d) show the spectrum in both polarizations
from 2.5 m/s to 8.8 m/s wind speed at 9i = 550. It can be seen that at low

wind, the spectra in both vv and hh are narrow peaked, centered at about

16 Hz and have polarization ratios of -11 db. At high wind, the spectra

in both vv and hh are doubly peaked. The high frequency peak occurs at

30-40 Hz and has a polarization ratio of - 2-3 db. The lower frequency peak

is broad and occurs at - 20 Hz, with a polarization ratio of - 8 to 10 db.

To understand the spectra, we have to look at the slope gauge record-

ing. Figure 13(a) shows wind-wave scattering at 3.03 m/s. Figure 13(b)

shows wind-wave scattering at 7.9 m/s. At low wind speed [Figure 13(a)], the

scattering has the following characteristics: (i) The microwave amplitude

has long-time duration compared with the dominant water wave period, implying

that scattering may be associated with a large patch rather than with individ-

ual waves. (ii) The large polarization ratio (avv/ahh) is evident. (iii) The

phase channel shows uniform Doppler frequency. These observations strongly

suggest that the water surface may indeed be "slightly rough" so that small

perturbation theory is the correct approximate scattering theory. At high

wind [Figure 13(b)] the scattering shows the following characteristics:

(i) The slope gauge recording shows that there are two distinct kinds of

features (a) rough patches, as in A and C in Figure 13(b), and (b) waves with

parasitic capillaries, as in B in Figure 13(b). (ii) The rough patches are

associated with large polarization ratio and small Doppler shift. (iii) The

waves with capillaries are associated with a small polarization ratio and

large Doppler shift. In the latter case the microwave amplitude also shows

individual bursts corresponding to individual waves. The large polarization

ratio associated with the rough patches suggests that the scattering may again

best be described by small perturbation theory. The waves with capillaries

look similar to the mechanically-generated self-modulating waves that we have

studied, in which case there would be specular reflection from facets in

18
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addition to wedge diffraction from crests and Bragg scattering from the

capillaries. The large Doppler shift simply corresponds to the phase velocity

of the dominant wave. Referring back to the Doppler spectrum in Figure 12,

it is now evident that for low wind speed, the narrowness of the peak and the

large polarization ratio of - 11 db are due to the fact that the water surface

is "slightly rough" and Bragg scattering is the appropriate description. For

high wind speed, the double peak in the spectrum suggests there are two dis-

tinct scattering features. The lower frequency peak with a large polarization

ratio corresponds to scattering from the "rough patches", which again may be

described as "Bragg scattering". The high frequency peak with a small polariza-

tion ratio corresponds to the "waves with parasitic capillaries", which scatters

the microwave radiation by a combination of specular reflection, wedge diffrac-

tion and Bragg scattering.

The above offers a qualitative description for microwave scattering from

wind waves. To confirm it in a more quantitative manner, we do the following.

For low wind speed scattering, we perform sample calculations using the wave

slope recording and the moments method. Using the same slope sample, we com-

pute again, using the small perturbation theory. The results agree quite well,

showing that the low wind surface is indeed a "slightly rough" surface so that

the small perturbation theory is valid. The measured polarization ratio of

-11 db is exactly the value predicted by the small perturbation theory. The

Doppler shift of about 16 Hz can be accounted for as the sum of the Bragg wave

phase speed (11 Hz) plus a wind drift velocity (5 Hz = 3% of the wind speed).

The picture is therefore a slightly wind ruffled surface composed of free waves

traveling on a wind drift layer. By looking at the phase of the cross-spectrum

between successive slope scans, the phase velocities of different frequency

water wave components can be measured. The measured phase velocities confirm

our picture.

At higher wind speed, the "rough patches" again scatter according to

small perturbation theory. However, the Doppler shift of -. 20 Hz is too low

to be accounted for as a sum of Bragg wave phase speed plus wind drift velocity.

Indeed, it is only slightly higher than the wind drift velocity. Relative to

I23
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the wind drift layer, the scatterers are almost staionary and have little

intrinsic velocity of their own. This suggests turbulence. A measurement

of the coherence of successive slope scans shows that the "rough patches"

lose coherence much faster in this case than for the low wind speed surface.

For the "waves with capillaries" at high wind, measuring the phase of

the cross-spectrum of successive slope scans shows that almost all the differ-

ent frequency components travel at the same velocity as the dominant wave,

i.e., we have a bound wave system. The large Doppler shift measured (30-40 Hz)

simply corresponds to the phase velocity of the dominant wave.

The following table best summarizes the description for wind-wave scat-

tering:

WIND-WAVE SCATTERING

LOW WIND HIGH WIND

EM: SPT ROUGH PATCHES WAVES WITH CAPILLARIES

HYDRO: FREE WAVES ON EM: SPT EM: SPECULAR FACETS
WIND DRIFT CREST ', "ROUNDED WEDGES"
LAYER HYDRO: TURBULENCE CAP SPT

HYDRO: BOUND WAVE

2
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Our conclusions regarding the nature of microwave backscatter from water

waves based on these laboratory measurements can be summarized as follows:

1. Electromagnetically, we have identified three sources for

microwave backscattering from water waves:

(i) specular reflection from turbulent wakes or steep

capillaries

(ii) rounded wedge diffraction from sharp crests of waves

(iii) Bragg scattering from parasitic capillaries or turbu-

lent patches.

2. Hydrodynamically, we have identified three sources for wind-wave

scattering: low wind free waves, high wind bound waves and turbu-

lent patches.

3. We now have explanations for

(i) the evolution of the Doppler spectrum with increasing

wind

(ii) the width of the Doppler spectrum

(iii) the location of peak(s) of the Doppler spectrum

(iv) the asymmetry of the Doppler spectrum.

4. The implications for microwave backscattering from ocean waves are:

(i) specular reflection at low 6i (e.g., 200) may be much more

important than generally expected

(ii) the relative frequency of occurrence of specular facets,

sharp crests and turbulent patches will determine the

character of ocean scattering, both for incident angle

and frequency selection and for determination of modula-

tion transfer functions.
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